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The innovative politics directed on development of the market of a competition of innovations, the

market of the capital (investments) of systems of a heat supply is considered. Substantive provi�

sions of a substantiation of investments into reconstruction of systems of a heat supply are

submitted by the example of the city of Syzran of the Samara area. The conclusion about necessity

updating of the Russian scientific programs in interests of integration of sector of researches and

development in global economy is made.

Characteristic feature of modern world eco�

nomic development is transition of the conduct�

ing countries to a new stage of formation of an

innovative society � to construction of the econ�

omy basing mainly on generation, distribution

and use of knowledge. Unique skills and abili�

ties, skill to adapt them to constantly varying

conditions of activity, high qualification become

a conducting{leading} industrial resource, a pri�

mary factor of a material prosperity and the pub�

lic status of the person and the organization.

Place of Russia in world innovative pro�

cesses to intellectual yet in country intellectual

and educational potential not adequately avail�

able yet in the country. The further preservation

of a developed situation is fraught with loss of

prospects of growth of national competitive�

ness in the world markets of high technology

production, irreversible backlog at transition of

conducting world powers to technologies of

postindustrial ways. Formation of Strategy of

development of a science and innovations in

the Russian Federation for the period till 2015

demands the adequate analysis of the current

situation1.

In conditions of market activity old firms

achieve competitive advantage, finding new and

improving existing technologies, improving ways

and methods of production management. Creat�

ing new commodity markets, firms � innovators

not only catch an opportunity of changes, but

also force these changes to occur faster. Strictly

speaking, the most part of changes carries evo�

lutionary, instead of radical character: frequent�

ly accumulation of small changes gives more,

than large technological break. Innovations are

equally result of perfection both organizational

structure, and researches and development. Re�

sources which the enterprise creating innova�

tions has, and conditions of the external eco�

nomic environment define a choice of innova�

tive strategy of behaviour in the market.

Specificity of a today’s economic situation

will be, that at presence in the country of sig�

nificant fundamental and technological bases,

the highly skilled staff, the unique research�and�

production base, the centralized resources the

share of use of this property and realization of

concrete innovations is extremely insufficient.

Deficiency of means and narrowness of demand

are main, though and not unique, factors of re�

cession of innovative activity. The country has

followed the road market reforms, and the inno�

vative sphere, as well as many others appeared

not ready to work in new conditions. In modern

market conditions became obvious, that forma�

tion of the innovative market lags behind con�

sumers of commodity producers. Scientific and

technical development far from being always

become the innovative product ready for manu�

facture and realization. There are also many prob�

lems of the legal and organizational order in

protection and transfer of the intellectual prop�

erty, licensing and certifications. Special value

gets ability to use all arsenal of tools of direct

and indirect state regulation of inflow of the

individual capital for investment in innovative

activity2.

The innovative politics as an organic part

of economic policy of Russia, regions and city

districts is called to provide realization of in�

novations in various industries, constructions,
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the finance, formation , culture and management

by formation of the legal, economic and organi�

zational measures promoting activization of

subjects of innovative activity, harmonization

of attitudes of participants of this process.

In view of a today’s condition of economy

the innovative politics at the present stage of

reforms is called to promote preservation of sci�

entific and technical potential, formation of mod�

ern technological ways in branches of economy

and to replacement by them out�of�date, to in�

crease of scientific capacity and competitive�

ness of production. In this sense and experimen�

tal construction can be ranked with the big basis

to innovative. It as has shown foreign experi�

ence and as the American economists fairly mark,

the unique process uniting a science, technics,

economy, business and management. It will con�

sist in reception of an innovation and reaches

from origin of idea before its commercial real�

ization, covering, thus, all complex of relations

of manufacture, an exchange, consumption.

The special attention which is given recent�

ly to innovative process all over the world, has

led to creation of set of forms of management

by innovations at the most different levels: from

divisions of corporations (institutes, firms, etc.)

up to the state as a whole, called in modern

conditions to carry out special economic poli�

cy. As practically any other politics, an innova�

tive policy is not identical in the different coun�

tries though it is subordinated to the same pur�

pose � to stimulation of innovative activity and

development of scientific and technical poten�

tial. Last years all to be felt there was more

strongly a requirement for deeper understand�

ing of essence, laws and specificities of evolu�

tion of innovative systems.

Despite of the obvious progress achieved

in the theory of innovations, there is still a set

of “ white spots “ which complicate as an esti�

mation of innovative activity and its influence

on economic evolution, competitiveness of cor�

porations, and regulation of this sphere at na�

tional and intergovernmental levels. Indicators

of innovative activity first of all concern to num�

ber of “ white spots “. Statistics do not reflect

neither streams of innovations in innovative

sphere, nor use of innovations by various sub�

jects of innovative activity, influence of innova�

tive activity on competitiveness and a produc�

tion efficiency. All this, in turn, complicates

management of innovations and in some cases

results in acceptance of erroneous decisions.

In modern market conditions of managing

where the commercial organizations have full le�

gal and economic independence, displays of the

market of a competition of innovations, the mar�

ket of the capital (investments) are characteristic.

The market of a pure competition as basically,

and in concrete branches is a set of sellers and

buyers making transactions with the entrance goods

(for example, designs, elements, objects as a

whole) in a situation when neither the buyer, nor

the seller do not render essential influence on a

level of the current prices. It is necessary to rec�

ognize as feature of innovative process, that the

market of a pure competition acts in this process

not only with dual, but from opposite positions:

1) The commercial organizations and other

subjects of managing in competitive struggle

are compelled:

♦ To raise a technological level of manu�

facture;

♦ To improve a technological level of pro�

duction or system of services;

♦Тo develop the organization of produc�

tion or system of services;

♦To raise quality of production or services;

♦To reduce production costs;

♦ To improve system of maintenance ser�

vice;

♦ To reduce working costs at consumers;

♦ To raise useful effect of production, a

kind of services;

♦ To support a necessary level of a sale

price and the price of consumption;

♦ To provide a level of marketing and an

advertising � information work.

2) The market rejects the innovations hav�

ing the big scientific � practical value if they are

not equitable to interests of the commercial or�

ganizations. Participation in the market of in�

novations is carried out in the following basic

forms:

♦Development of own scientific, scientific

and technical and experimental base for carry�

ing out of research and developmental works

(research and development);

♦Carrying out of researches the coopera�

tion beginnings with other organizations;

♦Registration of orders for carrying out

research and (or) experimental works of the for�

eign organization;
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♦Purchase of licenses for the right of man�

ufacture of the goods or services;

♦Purchases of a finished article, technolo�

gy, a know�how and other intellectual property;

♦Purchase of non�material actives by a

share issue, bonds, attraction of the foreign

capital and the organization of coproduction.

At all a variety of forms of participation of

the organization in the market of the innova�

tions, economists count a determining condi�

tion volume of investments as sphere of scien�

tific and scientific and technical activity, and

process of transformation of innovations in in�

novations. Major factors of development of the

market of the capital in innovative sphere cover

process of mobilization of the capital and ac�

commodation of the capital. Thus functions of

mobilization of the capital are shown in:

♦Financial flexibility;

♦Development of a private sector;

♦A competition in financial sector;

♦Attraction of investments.

Factors of development of the market of

the capital are formed and shown in the general

circuit of the market of the capital in innovative

sphere (fig.).

running into the river Volga. Fluctuations of marks

in limits from 20 up to 80 m. Settlement dura�

tion of the heating period of 203 day (4872times.)

at average external temperature a minus 5,2°С,

at temperature a minus 30°С � 2355 times.

The city is located in III climatic zone for

which normative annual charges of heat on heat�

ing and hot water supply counting upon 1 person

at the centralized systems of a heat supply make

accordingly 4,1 and 1,9 Gkаl. The city borrows

territory in 117 км2. The population on 2006 has

made 18740 per. According to the general plan

territory of Syzran is divided into three sched�

uled area: Northern, Central and Southern.

Leading place in the industry of city dis�

trict Syzran is borrowed with oil refining, me�

chanical engineering, food and light industry.

Economic prospects of city district are con�

nected first of all to development of the oil

refining enterprises and the enterprises of the

chemical industry. The city district receives

субвенции and grants from the regional budget

(in size up to 25,5 % parts). Now on the main�

tenance of housing and communal services of

city about 45 % of an account part of the bud�

get will be assigned. Up to 41,8 % from ex�

 Factors of development of the market of the capital 
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Fig. Major factors in innovative sphere

In to clause are considered substantive pro�

visions of a substantiation of investments into

reconstruction of systems of a heat supply by

the example of the city of Syzran Samara region.

The city district Syzran of the Samara area

is located on coast of Volga, borrowing territory

along the river from the north on the south more,

than on 20 kms. The territory of building of the

city of Syzran is characterized by a quiet land�

scape with the difference of heights which is not

exceeding 50 m on 1 km, but with rather rami�

fied network of ravines and valleys of the rivers,

penses under this clause it is spent for indem�

nification of expenses for a heat supply of the

population, up to 24,6 % � on payment for heat

for municipal objects of social sphere.

Vein fund of Syzran is in municipal (59 %), a

private property (27,9 %), other (13,1 %). The

inhabited comfortable multi�storey building, main�

ly, is concentrated in Southern area. Small quar�

ters of multi�storey building are located in Central

and Northern areas. Are available insignificant re�

serve in Central and Northern areas. There are

insignificant reserve areas for development of city.
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With sources of the central heat supply are pro�

vided about 80 % of inhabited and public build�

ings of city district. 50 % of thermal loading

become covered from Syzran thermal power sta�

tion and joint�stock company “ Samaraenergy “

through thermal networks of Joint�Stock Compa�

ny “ STACK “. Joint�Stock Company “ STACK “

has on balance of 15 boiler�houses and provides

30 % of thermal loading. The others of 20 % of

loading of city it is provided from the boiler in�

dustrial enterprises, including the Volga associa�

tion of railways (ВОЖД).

Joint�Stock Company “ Syzran the heat pow�

er company “ (Joint�Stock Company “ STACK “)

carries out manufacture of thermal energy on own

boiler�houses, and also transportation (transfer and

distribution) thermal energy from these boiler�hous�

es and purchased thermal energy from thermal

power station, Open Society “ Samaraenergy “

and others thermal sources . At the moment the

company of Joint�Stock Company “ STACK “ raises

payments from the population and the organiza�

tions. In city district operates a little thermal sup�

plying he companies, tariffs of these organiza�

tions are various3.

Reforming of the enterprises of power sys�

tem in modern conditions of managing causes

objective necessity of perfection of existing or�

ganizational and methodical bases of registration

� analytical maintenance of management of their

activity. It will allow to receive more exact and

duly information on expenses with any degree of

detailed elaboration necessary for management4.

For enterprise sector the nearest years from

positions of maintenance of competitiveness the

problem of the prompt upgrade of industrial base

is basic. In this connection necessity of measures

on stimulation of investments of the companies in

the new equipment and is obvious technology. At

the same time measures on increase of efficiency

of sector of researches and development, on his

integration into global economy will mainly be

shown in increase of a role of region as supplier

of knowledge in Russia as a whole (but not tech�

nologies), thus positive effects from knowledge

generated by fundamental science basically will

fall to foreign economy; stimulation of demand of

enterprise sector on an innovation basically will

be shown in expansion of import by the Russian

companies of foreign technologies that will raise

risk of “impoverishing” development.

As a whole, at such variant of development

capitalization of sector of researches and devel�

opment will mainly occur outside of limits of Rus�

sia, and resources of enterprise sector substan�

tially will be deduced of a circuit of reproduction

of sector of researches and development. At the

same time attempt to provide immediate system

integrity of the Russian economy on a line “ fun�

damental science � applied science � enterprise

sector “ is fraught with the following risks.

First, at such approach it is rather probable

to limit aspiration a thematic orientation of basic

researches to that problematics which already now

is actual for technologically backward enterprise

sector. It will have a negative effect on mainte�

nance of global competitiveness of the Russian

fundamental science, on formation of scientific

potential for long�term economic growth.

Second, the enterprise sector requires now

the prompt upgrade of the equipment, thus stimu�

lation of technological innovations in conditions

of the worn out industrial base will be ineffective.

Besides it, the basic limiting role is played with

low quality of enterprise management, weakness

of motivations at proprietors to long�term devel�

opment of business. The aspiration “switch” an

investment demand of enterprise sector for the

domestic offer can to create ground for amplifi�

cation of protectionism, erection of additional

barriers concerning import of the equipment and

technologies. It, in turn, will inevitably brake rates

of industrial upgrade, becomes direct threat of

competitiveness of enterprise sector.
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